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All praise is due to Allah (SWT), and peace & blessing on his noble Messengers (AS), 

in particular, on the last of them all the blessed Prophet Muhammad (SAAW). 

Time goes by. It has been 20 years since three World Trade Center skyscrapers 

designed to withstand airliner collision were destroyed. Building 7 was brought 

down by controlled demolition as its collapse at free fall acceleration proves 

conclusively. The destruction of the twin towers was accompanied by a series of 

explosions, and these buildings also fell into their own footprints at essentially free 

fall acceleration. The US government’s official coverup story has been totally 

demolished by authors such as David Ray Griffin, by scholarly conferences, 

university investigations, expert reports, and by Architects and Engineers for 9/11 

truth. The great mass of evidence that has been accumulated proves that the 

official narrative is false, but it doesn’t say who was responsible for the attack. 

Some, such as Ron Unz, Laurent Guyenot, and Chris Bollyn, have noted the Israeli 

Connection, but the focus has been on the total implausibility of the official 

narrative, not on the who and why of the attack. 

Circumstantial evidence suggests that 9/11 was a scheme of George W. Bush 

regime neoconservative officials allied with vice president Dick Cheney and Israel to 

create a “new Pearl Harbor” that would generate support on the part of the 

American people and Washington’s European allies for a Middle Eastern “war on 

terror” whose real purpose was to destroy Israel’s enemies in the interest of Greater 

Israel. Commentary Magazine editor Norman Podhoretz had called for such a war, 

Editor Gerald Flurry of the Evangelist magazine Philadelphia Trumpet announced of 

its imminence and General Wesley Clark reported that he was informed of 

Pentagon war plans to that effect.  

This is the most plausible explanation, and most likely the truth, yet it is not one that 

the US and Israeli governments would ever acknowledge.  

We’ve written many articles and editorials about 9/11 and reviewed the careful work 

of those proving the counterfactual and implausible nature of the official account 

given by the Western governments and the mainstream media.  

With a plethora of rituals observed to mark 9/11, an international network of human 

rights organizations and advocacy groups have launched a 5-month long campaign 

to commemorate 20 years since the launch of the global War on Terror. Under the 

theme “The International Witness Campaign” (IWC), initiated by UK-based CAGE, it 

involves over 40 global partners from over 13 countries and marks its launch to 

coincide with America's final exit from Afghanistan. The timing converges perfectly 

with the end of the longest war in US history. Indeed, as historians and 

commentators reflect on the futility of America's destructive wars in Afghanistan, 

Iraq, Libya and elsewhere, the International Witness Campaign will feature activities 

highlighting the impact and failures of the War on Terror. 

Fueled by neocons and right-wing extremists, the unforgivable hate-speech 

characterizing an Islamophobic narrative became synonymous with the War on 

Terror. Language of hate to demonize victims of the American empire became 

shorthand script for architects of the War on Terror. And shamelessly embraced by 

self-proclaimed “analysts/experts” as well as by embedded journalists, resulting in 

racial and religious profiling. 

While global attention is fixed on Afghanistan as American troops were airlifted from 

the “graveyard of empires”, it allows us to revisit devastating effects of invasions 

and occupations during the last 20 years since 9/11. The architects garnered public 

support by demonizing Islam and constructed a framework of laws and policies that 

perpetrated injustice on an unprecedented scale against Muslim populations. 

Disproportionate power wielded by the US      (continued on page 2) 
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From the Qur’an: 

"Whoever desires the 
harvest of the Hereafter - 
We increase for him in his 
harvest [i.e., reward]. And 
whoever desires the harvest 
[i.e., benefits] of this world - 
We give him thereof, but 
there is not for him in the 
Hereafter any share." 

"Or have they partners [i.e., 
other deities] who have 
ordained for them a religion 
to which Allah has not 
consented? But if not for the 
decisive word, it would have 
been concluded between 
them. And indeed, the 
wrongdoers will have a 
painful punishment." 

"You will see the 
wrongdoers fearful of what 
they have earned, and it will 
[certainly] befall them. And 
those who have believed 
and done righteous deeds 
will be in lush regions of the 
gardens [in Paradise] having 
whatever they will in the 
presence of their Lord. That 
is what is the great bounty." 
(Surah Ash-Shuraa: Verses 20 - 22) 

Selected Hadith: 

Abu Huraira (RAA) reported 
that Allah's Messenger (SAAW) 
said: 

Who amongst you is fasting 
today? Abu Bakr said: I am. 
He (again) said: Who 
amongst you followed a 
funeral procession today? 
Abu Bakr said: I did. He (the 
Prophet) again said: Who 
amongst you served food to 
the needy? Abu Bakr said: I 
did. He (again) said: Who 
amongst you has today 
visited the sick? Abu Bakr 
said: I did. Thereupon Allah's 
Messenger (SAAW) said: 
Anyone in whom (these good 
deeds) are combined will 
certainly enter paradise. 

(Sahih Muslim) 
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and riding on the angry emotions generated by 9/11, it embarked on executing plots to force the world to side with it. 

Overnight America rammed through the UN Security Council a series of resolutions to legitimize its aggressive wars. 

One such resolution obligated member states to implement counterterrorism legislation setting the scene for a global 

War on Terror. The results have been devastating. The infrastructure of hate was then used to suppress dissenting 

voices and erode civil liberties for all. The surveillance state, securitization and erosion of the rule of law are 

manifestations of the toxic campaign. Globally, failed wars have seen the devastation of entire nations through direct 

invasions and proxy wars causing the deaths of over 800k and the displacement of 37 million people. 

That the War on Terror has failed miserably except leaving a trail of devastation, broken lives, murders, massacres 

and countries in ruin is evident in Afghanistan. America’s insatiable hunger for imperial hegemony lies in ashes. 

NATO allies including Britain and by extension client-regimes in other parts of the world not excluding the settler 

colonial regime Israel, are left gasping in exasperation for they realize that time for accountability has arrived. 

Coincidently, it was in August 1996 that the Afghan Taliban first swept into Kabul to take-over from the warlords that 

had caused havoc once the Soviet army departed. And on August 15, 2021, the resistance movement entered the 

presidential palace to confirm their peaceful takeover of Kabul as the US-installed puppet president Ashraf Ghani 

fled the country and surfacing in the UAE.  

The Taliban also delivered a parting kick to India on its Independence Day. All Indian ‘diplomats’ including the 

ambassador fled Afghanistan. Most of them were agents of India’s intelligence agency, RAW, operating under 

diplomatic cover. It was the culmination of not only a 10-day lightning campaign but also a 20-year struggle that 

pitted the lightly armed Taliban fighters against the heavily-armed US military machine. Add to that thousands of 

allied troops and one can see the rout the Western crusaders have suffered at the hands of people charged with the 

spirit of emaan (faith-commitment). It was a stunning victory of emaan over weapons, arrogance and hubris. 

America’s last remaining troops flew out of Kabul airport just before midnight on August 30/31 ending their 20-year 

occupation. Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid led a group of officials flanked by Badri Special Forces—the 

Taliban commando force dressed in sharp camouflage outfits—to the airport tarmac on August 31. He announced 

victory of all the Afghan people with the departure of US troops from Afghanistan. “Afghanistan is finally free,” 

Hekmatullah Wasiq, a Taliban official told the Associated Press on the airport tarmac. “The military and civilian side 

[of the airport] are with us and in control. Hopefully, we will be announcing a cabinet. Everything is peaceful. 

Everything is safe.” 

Contrary to the doom and gloom predictions of a civil war, the Taliban have shown remarkable sophistication and 

magnanimity. There have been no killings in Kabul or elsewhere. The first deaths since the Taliban’s total victory 

occurred at the hands of the Americans. These included Afghans plunging to their deaths while clinging a US military 

aircraft on August 16 as it took off from Kabul Airport. The Americans took their service dogs and gave them seats 

on flights but left the Afghans behind who had helped them for nearly 20 years. If the Afghan collaborators have any 

sense—and dignity—they should understand that the Americans for whom they put their lives on the line, attach 

more value to their dogs than humans. 

The Taliban co-founder and deputy leader, Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar in a video message said, “Now it’s time to 

test and prove, now we have to show that we can serve our people and ensure security and comfort of life.” This 

was an important message that the people of Kabul needed to hear. The Afghans had been led to believe, by 

Western propaganda, that there would be revenge killings and a bloodbath if the Taliban returned to power. Instead, 

the movement assured people that they would not exact revenge even from those who had collaborated with the 

enemy or fought against the Taliban. This stood in sharp contrast to the US-backed Northern Alliance’s conduct in 

November 2001. Aided by American occupation forces, they indulged in horrific killings of Taliban fighters in Kabul. 

The Uzbek warlord and criminal, Abdul Rashid Dostum who fled to Uzbekistan on August 14, had also massacred 

thousands of Taliban prisoners in Mazar-i Sharif who had laid down their weapons. In the end, even his thuggish 

allies saw the futility of fighting. Dostum’s fearsome reputation was banished into oblivion. Yet, if he dares to return 

to Afghanistan and the Taliban catch him, even he may be shown mercy! The Taliban have told people to resume 

normal life. They should return to their offices and shops. No harm would come to them, assuring residents of safety 

of life and dignity. And they have not shut down any schools, including those for girls, despite Western propaganda 

to the contrary. In fact, most Kabul residents were surprised to discover that the Taliban did not harm anyone, as 

they had been led to believe. The Taliban’s political spokesman, Mohammad Naeem announced: “Thanks God, the 

war is over in the country.” Al Jazeera TV further quoted him as saying: “Today is a great day for the Afghan people 

and the mujahideen. They have witnessed the fruits of their efforts and their sacrifices for 20 years.”  

It would, however, be wrong to assume that Western mischief-making is over, not least that of the US where a 

heated debate has erupted over the manner of US withdrawal. The Washington warlords have accused President 

Joe Biden of “abandoning” Afghanistan. They would perhaps have liked to see the war continue that the generals 

had known all along was unwinnable, especially after a couple of years of the US invasion in October 2001. 

Afghanistan was a war of lies, sustained by the powerful US and British lobbyists and media. The tide has however 

changed. The Afghan Taliban have restored the Islamic Emirates of Afghanistan. It is now the obligation of all 

Muslims, leaders and masses alike, to support them in sustaining and developing it. 

Signing off…                  Raza ul Haq (Editor) 
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Date: 11 September 2021 

Lahore (PR): “The US will face total annihilation if it does not learn its lesson from the 

massive defeat in the so-called ‘Afghan War’.”  

This was said by the Ameer of Tanzeem-e-Islami, Shujauddin Shaikh, in a statement. The Ameer noted 

that on the one hand the US has wasted trillions of dollars of US taxpayer money, while on the other it 

had engaged in heinous crimes against humanity for the last twenty years. The US carried out the false 

flag operation on the twin towers (a.k.a. 9/11) twenty years ago and then used it as a false pretext to 

wage the “War on Terror” against Muslims and consequently murdered hundreds of thousands of 

innocent people. The Ameer warned the leaderships and masses of the Muslim Ummah to remain wary of 

the nefarious designs of USA and its protégé Israel in the future, as enmity against Islam is a pronounced 

part of their sinister agenda. The Ameer asserted that Muslim countries must take home the moral from 

the example set by the unwavering and sincere struggle of the Afghan Taliban that when the evil powers 

are challenged and fought with unity and fortitude, along with unmitigated faith in Allah (SWT), then the 

succor of Allah (SWT) arrives and the nefarious designs of even the most powerful of the forces of evil are 

defeated. The Ameer remarked that the US rout in Afghanistan marks the beginning of the end of not only 

the US but all forces of evil in the world. The Ameer concluded by remarking that in this perspective, if the 

Muslim Ummah starts rebuilding itself on the basis of the edicts of Allah (SWT) and His Messenger (SAAW), 

then the time will soon arrive when Islam will prevail as the most dominant force in the world and all 

enemies of Islam would be overpowered and humbled. In Sha Allah! 

Date: 02 September 2021 

Lahore (PR): “The larger than life, esteemed Kashmiri leader and general of the Kashmiri 

freedom struggle, Syed Ali Gillani, has passed away; “We belong to Allah and to Him shall 

we return!” 

The 92-year-old esteemed spearhead of the freedom struggle of Kashmir made unparalleled strides for 

the Kashmir cause. This was said by the Ameer of Tanzeem-e-Islami, Shujauddin Shaikh, while paying 

homage to the deceased general of the Kashmiri struggle for freedom from Indian occupation, Syed Ali 

Gillani (May Allah have mercy on his soul). The Ameer said that the deceased spent more than 20 years 

of his life in prison and bravely tolerated all kinds of pain, suffering and torture at the hands of Indian 

occupation forces, yet he never retracted even the slightest from his principled stance on the Kashmir 

issue. The deceased used to say, “We are Pakistanis and Pakistan is ours”, which demonstrated his 

immense love for Pakistan. The deceased sacrificed his personal as well as familial interests for the sake 

of achieving freedom from Indian occupation and slavery, and endured all kinds of torments. The Ameer 

concluded by supplicating that may Allah (SWT) have mercy on his soul and accept his sincere struggle for 

the Muslims. May Allah (SWT) grant him lofty stations in paradise and give patience to the bereaved kith 

and kin. Aameen! 

Date: 03 September 2021 

Lahore (PR): “The religious extremist Hindu state was shaken to the core by even the 

corporeal vessel of the esteemed freedom fighter of Kashmir!” 

This was said by the Ameer of Tanzeem-e-Islami, Shujauddin Shaikh, in a statement. He said that while 

Syed Ali Gilani has passed away, yet his fear remains in the hearts of the government and the hundreds 

of thousands of army personnel of India, who dread the influence of the deceased even after his death. 

India claims to be the largest democracy in the world, yet the Indian government seized the dead body of 

Syed Ali Gilani from his kith and kin and did not allow him to be buried according to his will. The fact of the 

matter is that the oppression and brutalities of India against Kashmiri Muslims and the accompanying 

‘guilt and shame’ of wrongdoings are the real cause for this Indian panic. The Ameer of Tanzeem-e-Islami 

was full of praise while paying homage to late Syed Ali Gilani and said that people such as the deceased 

keep governing the hearts and minds of people even after their demise. His sincere struggle for the 

freedom of Kashmir and his prodigious sacrifices have made him an immortal icon. India may have seized 

his dead body, but India would never be able to remove the love and affection of Syed Ali Gilani from the 

hearts and minds of the Kashmiris. Syed Ali Gilani may have passed away but he momentously boosted 

and amplified the vigor and spirit of the Kashmiri youth in their movement to gain freedom from the illegal 

occupation and oppression of India. The Ameer concluded by remarking that the people of Pakistan 

would always remember the immense love of the deceased for Pakistan and would continue to support 

the Kashmiris in their freedom struggle in every possible manner. In Sha Allah! 
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